
 
2017-2018 Safari Course Catalog 

GAMES 
Card Games and Strategy Games 
This strategy card game group will focus on popular strategy games such as Canasta, Rook, Spades, 
and RummiKub. 
 
Board Games 
Do you like board games such as Monopoly, Heads Up, and more?  Join this Safari group and enjoy 
playing these games and more. 
 
Puzzle and Strategy Games 
Are you a problem solver? Do you love to use your brain to figure out the twists and turns of a 
challenge? In this Safari group, students will work together through strategy games and brain teasers.  
 
Cards and Board Games 
Are you a card shark? Bring your cards or games and test your skills in the Cards and Board Games 
Safari group. 
 
Trivia 
This safari will consist of trivia in many forms. We will connect together by playing trivia together, 
looking at different types of trivia, and even have the opportunity to play trivia together outside of 
school if desired. 
 
Minecraft 
Love Minecraft?  Join this Safari group where we will build blocks and create adventures! 
 
Gaming (Video Games) 
In this Safari group, we will explore different types of video games.  Students in the group are 
encouraged to bring their own devices. 
 

SPORTS & PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
Soccer 
Do you like soccer? This Safari group will explore the “beautiful game” of soccer, learning to 
understand the game, watching videos, participating in drills, and games.  
 
Baseball 
Do you enjoy baseball and want to know more? This group will learn baseball trivia and history as 
well as understanding the game and how to be successful.  
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Basketball 
Do you love basketball? So do we! Sign up and learn more about your favorite game while discussing 
how basketball can relate to your everyday life.  
 
Football 
Throughout this course we will discuss past, present, and future College and NFL football games, 
football teams, players, coaches, and various football strategies. We will also discuss past, present, 
and future football video games.  
 
Yoga 
Yoga sessions will emphasize various exercises building strength, endurance, flexibility, and 
nutritional skills. Students will practice the art of stretching, flexibility, self-discipline, and relaxation. 
 
Line Dancing/Video Choreography 
Do you love to dance? Do you want to build relationships while learning line dancing and video 
choreography? Then this is the Safari for you! In this Safari, we will learn traditional and modern line 
dancing and video choreography. This could include dances such as “Thriller” by Michael Jackson or 
“The Electric Slide”. We will end our Safari year with an optional participation in the LMS Talent 
Show.  
 
5, 6, 7, 8! 
If you love to dance- tap, jazz, ballet, hip hop,etc.  and want to grow closer to other dancers in your 
school, this is the group for you! Whether you’re on dance team, dance at a studio, or just dance in 
your bedroom mirror, you’ll find others here that love to do the same! 
 
 

HOBBIES & INTERESTS 
 
Sewing/Quilting 
Quilting in America has grown from its roots as an essential skill to an art form. In this Safari class 
you will learn the basics to create your own masterpiece. No sewing experience required! 
 
Animals/Pets 
We will discuss our love of animals and share stories about our pets. We will also discuss the 
emotional bond we have with our pets and how they become a part of our family lives. We may also 
tie in the aspect of how animals can play a therapeutic or service role. If you sometimes prefer pets to 
people, then this is the group for you! 
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Cultural Studies/Current Events 
Our cultural studies and current events group will attempt to understand our world and all its intricate 
details. We will discuss current news stories, their impact on society, and how it all relates together. 
Most importantly, we’ll talk about ways in which we can make a difference. If you like learning about 
other cultures, other countries, and how our world and government work, this Safari is for you! 
 
Building 
Do you have projects at home that you can’t quite finish? If so, building safari may be the place for 
you. We can help you finish building your project and build relationships at the same time.This safari 
will focus on building student prefered projects while getting to know students with the same interests.  
 
Cosmetology 
Are you interested in contemporary and historical make-up trends? Sign up for cosmetology. We will 
get to know each other,discuss a variety of topics,and look at make-up fads. Be expected to supply 
your own make-up.We will share our ideas and thoughts, not our make-up. 
 
A Beginner’s Guide to Calligraphy 
Are the margins of your papers full of swirls, swooshes, and doodles? Do you enjoy writing your 
names, letters, and memorable phrases over and over and over again? Then the Beginners Guide to 
Calligraphy is for you! In this group, we will cover the basics of hand lettering, typography (the study 
of printed lettering), and how to create your own beautiful hand-drawn fonts! Come join us as we 
create memorable and breathtaking pieces across a wide variety of mediums including pen and ink, 
markers, paint, and much more!  
 
Photography 
We will learn photography and editing techniques to make more composed photos. We will also use 
photography to find common interests and share opinions. This Safari is all about using photography 
as a form of creative expression!  
 
Graphic Design/Designing Websites 
Do you like to create designs digitally? This Safari is for you! We will be using web tools such as 
Canva and Weebly to enhance one another's graphic design skills in order to design graphics or 
websites to show off and share. Join us as we develop and improve our graphic design skills through 
a relaxed atmosphere of collaboration and design!  
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Harry Potter 
Ready to head to Hogwarts? Platform 9 ¾ has just opened! Join us to explore the magical world of 
Harry Potter...Get ready to play games, discuss spells, watch movie clips, compete in trivia, etc!  
 
Travel 
Traveling the world allows us to experience new cultures, explore natural wonders, and sample new 
foods. It’s through these experiences that we strengthen relationships with our fellow travelers. Join 
me in the travel safari group to embark on this year’s adventure! 
 
Drawing 
We will discuss drawing techniques, spend time free drawing, and use drawing apps to improve our 
skills and make connections with one another. 
 
Book Club 
Share your love of reading! Discuss favorite books, characters, and genres. This group is for all 
readers! 
 
Craft & Games 
Having trouble figuring out that one thing you love to do?  Me, too!  This Safari is going to be a 
different mix of things you may love.  Some Safari session we will work on some crafts (think 
Pinterest), while during others we will play games.  Come join the fun.  As a disclaimer, you will be 
required to bring in some small supplies for the crafts we do. 
 
Model Rockets 
Interested in rocketry? In this Safari group, we will build and fly model rockets. Get ready to soar! 
 
Cooking 
In this Safari, we will spend time building relationships around commonalities in the kitchen. We will 
share recipes, cooking tips and tricks, and even spend time making simple recipes in class. We will 
share bonding time with our love for cooking and spending time in the kitchen, and we will create 
cookbooks and other fun cooking-related projects.  
 
Arts & Crafts/ Pinterest Projects 
In this section, we will be doing arts and crafts of all sorts. You will receive encouragement and 
motivation to become your best. You will expand your life perspectives, overcome obstacles, and 
build on your strengths to make positive choices and develop essential skills. 
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DIY Crafting 
Do you like to daydream and create? Do you like to make and share? Is crafting a favorite pass time? 
If you answered yes to any of these questions, the DIY Crafting Safari group is for you. We will have 
fun this year creating! 
 
 
Outdoor Hobbies (Hunting, Fishing, Boating) 
Do you have a love of the outdoors? If so, this Safari may be the one for you! We will grow our love 
and respect for the outdoors, and share memories/experiences of hunting and fishing with friends and 
families.  
 
Community (School) Service 
Do you enjoy working with and helping others?  If so, come join this Safari group!  We will spend time 
hanging out and building relationships with our fellow students in the ELC. 
 

MUSIC & SINGING 
Singing 
We will explore relationships and emotions through song! 
 
Singing/Music/Orchestral 
We appreciate all types of music including singing and instrumental! 
 
Music 
In this group, we will be sharing our love of all music types. This group is for ANYONE who loves 
music--you don’t have to play an instrument or sing to be in this group. We will get to know one 
another during our group time AND listen to some music along the way! 
 


